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Abstract 
Context Effect (CE) refers to the facilitation of memory for target information 
due to the similarity of contextual information available during both learning 
and retrieval. Many studies have attempted to identify variables that influence 
this effect, producing inconsistent findings due to differences in how target 
and context information are defined and measured. In the current study, rec-
ognition memory for faces was tested under different learning instructions 
and diverse context-recognition conditions. When memory instructions were 
used, recognition rates proved higher for the original target-context pairs than 
for all other possible target-context conditions. A different CE profile was ob-
served for attentional instructions while old, yet not necessarily original, tar-
get-context faces yielded better results than other context conditions. These 
findings indicate that memory instructions lead to CE based on the formation 
of a specific association between target and context information, while in-
structions focusing on attentional resources lead to CE based on familiarity 
judgments. The double dissociation reported here is that memory instructions 
yield binding as opposed to familiarity type of CE, while attention instructions 
yield familiarity and not binding type of CE, supporting the claim that CE is 
not homogeneous and involves a number of cognitive processes. 
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1. Introduction 

As a rule, humans perceive and are affected by not only the discrete objects and 
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events at the focus of their attention, but also a wide range of factors that form 
the context of that information. Such contextual elements affect the interpreta-
tion of the stimuli of interest, put them in a particular perspective, and often in-
fluence the probability that they will be remembered later on (Foos & Goolka-
sian, 2008). The phenomenon described above is well known in cognitive litera-
ture as the context effect (CE) (Dennis & Humphreys, 2001; Murnane & Phelps, 
1993, 1994; Russo, Ward, Geurts, & Scheres, 1999). 

Findings regarding CE in recognition memory are inconsistent. Some studies 
suggest that context facilitates target memory (Hollingworth, 2006; Parker & 
Gellatly, 1997), whereas others fail to demonstrate this effect (Murnane & 
Phelps, 1993, 1994). Several interpretations are offered to explain the inconsis-
tencies. For example, Murnane and Phelps (1994) suggested that CE would 
emerge only when totally new contexts are contrasted with old contexts for both 
targets and foils and Russo et al. (1999) posited that CE emerge in recognition 
only for novel stimuli, since for very familiar items existing representations may 
be employed to construct a strong episodic trace at encoding, obviating the need 
for contextual information. In addition, Vakil, Raz, and Levy (2007) emphasized 
the importance of the different context-retrieval conditions to the emergence 
and magnitude of CE on recognition. In this study we address two major factors 
that might be related to these inconsistencies: how target and context informa-
tion are defined, and how they are measured at retrieval. 

1.1. Definitions of Target and Context Information 

The way that “target” and “context” stimuli are operationally defined in various 
laboratory studies1 could be one of the factors affecting the abovementioned in-
consistencies. The CE literature showed that at encoding, specific learning in-
structions can help distinguish target from context information (Hirst & Volpe, 
1984; Steyvers & Malmberg, 2003). Two different types of instructions can be 
identified as reflecting different elaborative approaches during encoding: (I) re-
membering the target (hereafter, the memory approach), and (II) directing at-
tention to the target without an explicit instruction to remember (hereafter, the 
attention approach). According to the memory approach, the instruction to re-
member is the critical component that defines particular information as a target. 
Information that accompanies the target stimulus at the learning phase but that 
is not expected to be remembered is defined as context (Baddeley, 1982; Badde-
ley & Woodhead, 1982; Davies & Milne, 1982; Priestley & Mayes, 1992; Watkins, 
Ho, & Tulving, 1976). Other studies followed the attention approach and fo-
cused on attention rather than on memory processes in order to differentiate 
target from context. For example, Mayes, MacDonald, Donlan, Pears, and Meu-
dell (1992) defined context as “information that falls on the periphery of atten-
tion” (p. 268). Although the two approaches emphasize different elaboration 
processes for the target and context information, they seem to share a common 

 

 

1Studies focusing on more general, environmental contexts are beyond the scope of this study and 
thus not described in detail in the theoretical background. For a review, see Smith and Vela (2001). 
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feature. In both, target and context information differ in the cognitive resources 
allocated to them; that is, relatively more cognitive resources are allocated to the 
target information than to the context information (Dennis & Humphreys, 2001; 
Jacoby, 1991; Steyvers & Malmberg, 2003). 

However, target and context information can be determined not only at the 
encoding phase, as described above, but also at the retrieval phase. In some stu-
dies, better recognition of either member of an equally and jointly processed pair 
of stimuli (i.e., Pair Associate Learning: PAL) is viewed as a legitimate case of CE 
(Bower & Karlin, 1974; Clark & Gronlund, 1996; Feenan & Snodgrass, 1990; 
Humphreys & Bain, 1983; Reingold & Goshen-Gottstein, 1996; Watkins et al., 
1976). Thus, when target and context are defined at retrieval, the way target in-
formation is measured is usually by directly presenting one stimulus as a cue for 
the recall of the other (e.g., Meltzer & Constable, 2005; Vakil & Oded, 2003) or 
by executing a recognition test in which original and recombined pairs are to be 
discriminated (e.g., Giovanello, Keane, & Verfaellie, 2006; Giovanello, Verfaellie, 
& Keane, 2003; Stark & Squire, 2003). Although these conditions of equal 
processing at encoding are not considered canonical target-context relation-
ships, they are certainly of interest. In such PAL paradigms, the way the target 
stimulus is highlighted during retrieval has an impact on the target-context rela-
tionship and, as a result, influences the emergence of CE. 

1.2. Different Context-Retrieval Conditions 

Recent studies have also demonstrated that CE is not a homogeneous pheno-
menon. Instead, it reflects several memory-related cognitive processes that are 
often revealed when contextual changes between encoding and retrieval occur 
(Gruppuso, Lindsay, & Masson, 2007; Hockley, 2008; Winograd & Rivers-Bul- 
keley, 1977). Differences in context-retrieval conditions are thus another impor-
tant factor potentially related to the inconsistent reports in CE studies regarding 
the contribution of context information to recognition. Vakil et al. (2007) pro-
posed a multifactorial model of CE that distinguishes between different compo-
nents of the CE itself by comparing four different context-retrieval conditions: 
(I) Repeat: when target information is presented together with its original con-
text, (II) Re-pair: when target information is presented with context previously 
presented yet paired with a different target item, (III) New: when target infor-
mation is presented with context never previously presented, and (IV) None: 
when target stimulus is presented alone. The different context retrieval condi-
tions allow measuring the unique dependence of target memory on contextual 
information, based on multiple processes. For example, findings of better target 
memory in Repeat vs. New or None conditions are open to different interpreta-
tions. It is possible that the old context merely increased the familiarity of the 
pair (two old items) compared to the alternatives (one old item). The claim that 
an association was formed between the specific target and the specific context 
cannot be conclusively made in such a case (Baddeley & Woodhead, 1982; 
Bower & Karlin, 1974; Macken, 2002). Furthermore, the New and None condi-
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tions may have qualitatively different effects on target memory. For example, 
Winograd and Rivers-Bulkeley (1977) found a benefit of interactive T-C encod-
ing of faces (which they call unitization) for the Repeat condition only relative to 
the New condition, but not relative to the None condition. Similarly, Tulving 
and Thomson (1971) found that for strongly associated word pairs, the None 
condition yielded poorer memory than the New condition, while for weakly as-
sociated word pairs, the opposite result obtained. 

In the present study, we used pairs of faces as the stimuli. Many CE studies 
use target and context stimuli that are perceptually equivalent (e.g., pairs of faces 
or words; Murnane & Phelps, 1994; Reder et al., 2002; Smith, 1979). These stu-
dies are of special interest because there is no a-priori reason to allocate more 
cognitive resources to one stimulus than to the other, unless a specific instruc-
tion was given. The advantage of such paradigms is that the designation of a 
stimulus as a target or context is controlled. Moreover, using pairs of faces, 
which are rich in information, increases resemblance in elaboration efforts and 
reduces variability in encoding strategies between participants (Foos & Goolka-
sian, 2008; Taconnat, Froger, Sacher, & Isingrini, 2008). 

According to the above, in the present study we examined two major factors 
possibly related to the inconsistencies described in the CE literature: the way the 
target and context information are defined, and the way they are measured at 
retrieval. We compared how context-dependent target recognition was affected 
by the different learning instructions (memory vs. attention) for target and con-
text stimulus and by the stage of definition (encoding vs. retrieval [PAL]). Dur-
ing the test phase, we compared the advantage of CE for recognition of exact 
target-context pairs (Repeat condition) with its advantage while recalling targets 
that were recombined with contexts that were seen previously but paired with 
different targets (Re-pair condition). In addition, based on Vakil et al. (2007), we 
included two different context-negative conditions: the New condition, in which 
targets were accompanied by new faces that had not been seen during the study 
phase and in which we preserved the stimulus-array structure by presenting 
another face-pair structure, and the None condition, in which a single target face 
was presented without a context face. 

We hypothesized that the different context-retrieval conditions would con-
tribute differently to memory for targets, in accordance with the multifactorial 
model of CE described by Vakil et al. (2007). Furthermore, we expected an inte-
raction between Learning-instructions and Context-retrieval conditions to 
emerge. Specifically, we expected that when memory instructions were given, hit 
rates would be higher when presenting the same pair (Repeat condition) at re-
trieval than for all other retrieval conditions (according to the ICE theory; Mur-
nane, Phelps, & Malmberg, 1999), and that when attentional learning instruc-
tions were given, a more global familiarity-based effect of context on memory 
would occur in both the Repeat and Re-pair conditions (Murnane & Phelps, 
1994). By taking this approach, we aimed to shift our study’s paradigm further 
from the conventional dichotomous approach to CE as an “either/or” condition, 
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and this may serve as a purer measure of memory processes. 

2. Methods 
2.1. Participants 

Sixty undergraduate students at Bar-Ilan University, Central Israel (34 females; 
mean age 23, range 19 - 34), self-reportedly in good health, took part in the ex-
periment to fulfill their academic requirements. Written informed consent was 
obtained from all participants for a protocol approved by the Bar-Ilan University 
Institutional Review Board. 

2.2. Stimuli 

Ninety-six head-and-shoulder color portrait photographs (48 females and 48 
males) were taken from the AR Face database (Martinez & Benavente, 1998; see 
Figure 1 for an example of study stimuli). All images present a frontal view with 
neutral facial expressions and controlled background and illumination condi-
tions. The stimuli were randomly arranged in same-gender pairs to form 24 
study pairs (12 female pairs, 12 male pairs) and an additional 24 pairs for the 
various retrieval-pair combinations. Same-gender pairs were used to rule out 
gender bias in face recognition, which could arise due to subjective preference of 
participants to either the male or female picture within the pair (Lovén, Herlitz, 
& Rehnman, 2011; Wright & Sladden, 2003). The order of presentation of stimu-
li in both the learning and retrieval phases was randomized between partici-
pants. 

The experimental design was a 2 × 2 × 4 mixed analysis of variance (ANOVA) 
with type of Learning-instruction (memory vs. attention) and target Defini-
tion-phase (encoding vs. retrieval) as the between-subjects factors, and the Con-
text-retrieval conditions (Repeat, Re-pair, New, and None) as the within-subject 
factor. Participants were randomly assigned to one of the four learning conditions  
 

 

 
Figure 1. Example of study stimuli. 
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with respect to extraneous factors such as age and gender. No significant differ-
ences were found for age and gender between the experimental groups (F(3,59) = 
0.63, p = 0.6; X2 (3, 60) = 1.36, p = 0.72, respectively). All participants were told 
that they would see pairs of faces. Each group was given a different combination 
of learning instructions for the target and context stimuli (see Table 1 for de-
scription of the different learning instructions according to the four experimen-
tal groups). 

2.3. Procedure 

During the learning phase, 24 face-pairs were presented on a computer screen 
for 4 seconds each, using SuperLab (Cedrus, Inc.) software. Between the pairs, a 
filler image containing a fixation point was presented for 1 second to reduce se-
quential effects related to the position of the target face in the previous pair. 
Each slide contained two faces, 8.5 × 10 cm each, 4 cm apart with a fixation 
point exactly in the middle. The faces were presented side by side, each with a 
rectangular border. The target faces were bordered with a red rectangle, and the 
context faces were bordered with a black rectangle. Target faces were counterba-
lanced between the left and right sides of the computer screen. The position of 
the red and black borders was held constant between encoding and retrieval; that 
is, if a target face (red border) was presented at the right side of the screen dur-
ing encoding, it was presented in the identical position at retrieval. This exact 
repetition was done for all different retrieval conditions. 

The identities of all faces were balanced across the different conditions, veri-
fying the equal likelihood of the faces used as new, Repeat Re-pair, and No con-
text. Thus, all stimuli were similar between participant groups. Each participant  
 
Table 1. Description of the different learning instruction conditions, by experimental 
group. 

Group 
Instruction directed  

to target face 
Instruction directed to 

context face 
Approach 
equivalent 

Phase of 
definition 

1 

Look at the face in the red 
rectangle and try to  
remember it for a  

memory test 

No instruction Memory Encoding* 

2 

Look at the face in the red 
rectangle and try to  
remember it for a  

memory test 

Look at the face in the 
black rectangle and try to 

remember it for a  
memory test 

Memory Retrieval** 

3 
Look at the face in the red 
rectangle and try to decide 
whether you like it or not 

No instruction Attention Encoding 

4 
Look at the face in the red 

rectangle and decide  
whether you like it or not 

Look at the face in the 
black rectangle and decide 
whether you like it or not 

Attention Retrieval 

Note. *Differential learning instructions at encoding; **Identical learning instructions at encoding (PAL), 
differentiation at retrieval. 
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performed four practice trials before beginning the experiment. The trials were 
not included in the results analysis. After the study phase, participants in all 
learning conditions were asked to wait for 1 hour in a separate, quiet room for 
the second part of the experiment, in which they performed an identical recog-
nition test. While they were waiting, the researcher asked them to provide de-
mographic information. 

During the retrieval phase, participants were asked to indicate whether the 
face with the red border had been presented during the study phase or not. Spe-
cifically, participants were told to answer “yes” if the face presented to them at 
retrieval was the face that appeared with a red border during the study phase. 
Responses were recorded using the SuperLab (Cedrus, Inc.) program. Two 
stickers indicating “Yes” and “No” were pasted on the “A” and “L” keys on the 
keyboard. None of the faces that appeared in black borders during encoding 
were used as target faces during retrieval. 

Seven types of retrieval pairs, each forming a different retrieval-context condi-
tion, were presented to all participants in random order. Four types of pairs dis-
played an original target face with different combinations of context faces, and 
three types of pairs displayed new target faces with the same combinations of 
context faces (see Table 2 for a detailed description of retrieval-context condi-
tions). 

Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS version 19.0 for Windows 
(SPSS-19). G*Power 3 software, was used to calculate the sample size required 
for achieving power greater than 0.95. 

2.4. Data Analysis 

A repeated-measure ANOVA was conducted with Type of Learning-instruction 
(memory vs. attention) and Definition-phase (encoding vs. retrieval) as the be-
tween-subjects factors and the Context-retrieval conditions (Repeat, Re-pair, 
New, and None) as the within-subject factor.  

 
Table 2. Detailed description of all retrieval-context conditions. 

Study pairs 
Retrieval pairs 

Old target faces New target faces 

24 same-gender  
pairs 

Repeat = 6 identical, previously  
studied target and context pairs. 12 new unstudied faces presented 

in the context of a face that had 
been viewed during the study 

phase with a different face. 

Re-pair = 6 pairs of studied target 
faces presented with context faces  

seen during the study phase  
with different target faces. 

New = 6 pairs of studied target faces 
presented with new context faces  

that had not been seen  
during the study phase. 

6 pairs of new, unstudied faces. 

None = 6 studied target faces  
unaccompanied by any other face. 

6 new, unstudied faces  
unaccompanied by any other face. 
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According to the two-high threshold model (Snodgrass & Corwin, 1988), the 
measure of discrimination rate, commonly known as the corrected-hits score, 
was used as the dependent variable as it represents the difference between hits 
and FA rates (Pr = Hits − FA). The upper-bound value for Pr is 1. 

3. Results 
Discrimination-Rate (Corrected Hits) Analysis 

A significant main effect for Context-retrieval conditions was found, F(3, 168) = 
8.42, p < 0.001, η2 = 0.13. However, this finding should be interpreted with cau-
tion due to the significant interaction found between the Type of Learn-
ing-instruction and the Context-retrieval Conditions, F(3, 168) = 4.43, p < 0.005, 
η2 = 0.07. 

To examine the source of this interaction, we conducted separate analyses for 
each Learning-instruction group. These analyses revealed a different profile for 
each Context-retrieval condition (see Figure 2): 

1) In the Memory-learning instruction group, we found a significant differ-
ence between the Repeat and all other retrieval conditions (Re-pair, F(1,29) = 
7.81, p < 0.001; New, F(1, 29) = 3.92, p < 0.001; None, F(1,29) = 3.97, p < 0.01). 
No significant differences were found between all other Context-retrieval condi-
tions (p > 0.05). 

2) In the Attention-learning instruction group, we found significant differ-
ences between the Repeat and New conditions (F(1, 29) = 2.86, p < 0.01) and 
between the Re-pair and New and None conditions (F(1, 29) = 3.27, p < 0.01; 
F(1, 29) = 2.02, p < 0.05). No significant differences were found between the 
other Context-retrieval conditions (p > 0.05). 

Significant main effects for the type of Learning-instruction and the Defini-
tion-phase conditions were also found. Higher discrimination rates were found  

 

 
Figure 2. Percentage of discrimination rate (Pr) in the four Context-retrieval conditions: 
Repeat, Re-pair, New, and None. Memory = Memory learning instructions; Attention = 
Attentional learning instructions. Brackets atop columns indicate standard deviation of 
the mean. 
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in the Memory-learning instruction condition (M = 0.49; SD = 0.3), compared 
with the Attention-learning instruction condition (M = 0.38; SD = 0.3) (F(1, 56) = 
5.58, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.09). Subsequently, higher discrimination rates were found 
for the Encoding-phase (M = 0.49; SD = 0.31) compared with the Retriev-
al-phase condition (M = 0.38; SD = 0.31), F(1, 56) = 6.2, p < 0.05, η2 = 0.12. 

We found no significant interaction between type of Learning-instruction and 
Definition-phase, F(1, 56) = 0.75, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.02, or between the Learn-
ing-instruction, Definition-phase, and Context-retrieval conditions, F(3, 168) = 
1.83, p > 0.05, η2 = 0.001. 

4. Discussion 

This study was motivated by the underlying assumption that target and context 
are dissociated on the basis of different encoding and retrieval processes. We 
examined whether different definitions of target and context information and 
the phase in which these definitions are made would affect the emergence of CE 
during recognition tests. Pairs of faces were used as study stimuli. All partici-
pants were tested under various contextual conditions. Our most significant 
finding was that different definitions of target and context information yielded 
different patterns of CE as measured using different context-retrieval conditions. 
This supports our hypothesis regarding the contribution of these two factors 
(i.e., target-context definition and various measures of CE) to the inconsistent 
reports in the CE literature. 

We manipulated different kinds of learning instructions for target and context 
information as well as the definition phase in which target faces were distin-
guished from context faces (Table 1). Analyses were conducted using the sensi-
tive measure of discrimination rate (Pr).  

Under memory instruction conditions, participants were instructed to me-
morize a target face. The results indicated that instructions to remember the 
target face yielded an advantage for recognition of exact targe-context pairs (i.e., 
Repeat > Re-pair, New, and None). This advantage reflects the core aspect of CE, 
which is dependent on specific binding at the study phase between target and 
context information (Foos & Goolkasian, 2008; Hollingworth, 2006). The ad-
vantage for the Repeat condition was found regardless of the definition phase 
(i.e., encoding or retrieval) and the specific response measure used (i.e., hits or 
discrimination rate). Target and context binding was obtained only under an ex-
plicit instruction to memorize the target face, suggesting that the cue set for spe-
cific binding is initiated with the simple activation of a memory instruction at 
encoding, regardless of any request referring to the context information. Our 
findings are consistent with Macken’s (2002) view that CEs arise due to specific 
associations between target items and their study contexts. This finding also 
converges with the work of Hunt (2003), who argued that distinctiveness can 
play a role in enhancing recollection of studied items as well as in rejecting fa-
miliar, unstudied items. In our results, specific binding under the influence of 
the memory instruction may have helped participants reject unstudied pairs by 
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using a recollect-to-reject strategy (Rotello & Heit, 2000). 
The specific target-context binding effect was not found under the atten-

tion-learning instruction condition, thus supporting the abovementioned mem-
ory-induced binding hypothesis. When attention-learning instructions were 
given, a familiarity-based CE pattern (i.e., Repeat = Re-pair > New, None) was 
found. These results are not in line with the conclusions presented by Hayes, 
Nadel, and Ryan (2007) in which binding of object and context stimuli occurred 
under both intentional and incidental conditions (corresponding respectively to 
the memory and attention conditions in the current study). They suggested that 
binding of an object and context is relatively automatic, impervious to the inten-
tions of the participant. A possible explanation for the incompatibility between 
the two studies is that the stimuli used by Hayes et al. consisted of objects and 
scenes that may be integrated and encoded as a single visual scene, enhancing 
binding between the two. The faces used in the current study apparently did not 
cause such automatic binding. 

We found that the overall recognition score was higher under the encod-
ing-phase condition compared with the retrieval-phase condition. The current 
results highlight the different underlying processes that take place during en-
coding compared with those apparent at retrieval. More specifically, it can be 
assumed that the contribution of context information to later recognition mem-
ory depends on the effortful processing allocated to target as opposed to context 
at encoding (Hirst & Volpe, 1984). The relationship between the two paradigms 
is quite informative, although to our knowledge no direct comparison between 
the two types of learning paradigms has been made to reveal these unique un-
derlying processes. This argument extends beyond theoretical concern. Com-
parisons of this kind could help develop a better understanding of the unique 
contribution of each type of learning to later memory performance in our de-
manding environment. 

The comparison between the different learning instructions under the various 
retrieval conditions, using discrimination rate analysis, enabled us to evaluate 
when CE emerges under the suggested theoretical approaches (memory vs. at-
tention) and in what way. Our results support the difference between the two 
approaches. Although CE did emerge when both approaches were tested, the 
different CE profiles found highlight the possibility of different retrieval proper-
ties related to specific encoding conditions. Had we compared only part of the 
possible context-retrieval conditions as reported in previous studies (Hayes et 
al., 2007), it is certainly possible that not all of the different CEs would have been 
revealed. 

Another important implication of the results shown here is the general dis-
sociation between the effect of memory- and attention-learning instructions on 
recognition. Using the sensitive measure of discrimination rate, we could ad-
dress the classic question in memory research regarding the difference between 
processing of information with the intention to remember it (i.e., intentional 
learning) and the equivalent processing in the absence of a specific intention to 
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remember (i.e., incidental learning) (Armstrong & McKelvie, 1996; Foos & 
Goolkasian, 2008). In their seminal research on this question, Craik and Lock-
hart (1972) argued that the level of processing (LoP) of stimulus material is the 
direct determinant of how well that material will be remembered, regardless of 
intent to remember it. The current results further support Koriat and Melkman 
(1987) that claim that the information that is committed to memory may be 
represented and organized in many alternative forms, and thus it is important to 
determine which factors affect the organization method. 

The current study has several limitations. First, the results presented here are 
preliminary with a relatively small sample, and although the effects presented 
were robust as indicated by the moderate-to-high effect sizes, further analysis 
should be conducted using larger sample sizes. Second, using additional learning 
instruction conditions, such as the unitization or grouping of face stimuli under 
the different learning and definition conditions (Yonelinas et al., 1999) could 
help clarify the different elaboration mechanisms involved in recognition mem-
ory. Such conditions could help determine the extent of the effect various learn-
ing instructions have on the unique CE profile (Ahmad & Hockley, 2014). Third, 
we used typical, sensitive measures of memory performance that have been re-
ported in previous studies as representing different recognition strategies (Fer-
nandes & Guild, 2009; Gillund & Shiffrin, 1984). Yet, in order to illustrate a 
more sensitive accuracy measure in accordance with modern signal-detection 
theories, participants should have indicated their level of confidence when re-
cognizing stimuli as old or not (Busey, Tunnicliff, Loftus, & Loftus, 2000; Tun-
ney, Mullett, Moross, & Gardner, 2012). Finally, although our study manipulated 
the learning instructions, we could not guarantee that participants followed the 
instructions they received when encoding both target and context faces. Further 
studies using more sensitive measures (i.e., eye-tracking devices) might shed 
light on how participants encode visual information for different experimental 
manipulations such as the one reported here. 

Although preliminary, the current results serve as a point of departure for CE 
literature and are of significant theoretical importance, as they further support 
the claim that the CE is not homogeneous but rather involves a number of cog-
nitive processes. The double dissociation reported here—that memory instruc-
tions yielded a binding as opposed to a familiarity type of CE whereas attention 
instructions yielded a familiarity as opposed to a binding type of CE—support 
the multifactorial model of CE proposed by Vakil et al. (2007). The results pre-
sented here demonstrate the independence of the binding and familiarity types 
of CE proposed by this model. 
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